Boost your career, Joins us!

MCA BENELUX, part of the international operating MCA GROUPE, is a High-Tech Engineering consulting company who supports key industrial players in the field of Industry. With our international renowned engineering teams, we offer real value added technical and innovative solutions to our clients.

For over 10 years, the company's 250 employees support our partners in achieving their goals by providing value added services on their projects. Our ambition is to become a key-actor in High-Tech Engineering Consulting in sectors such as Energy, Industry, Transport and Pharmaceutics.

Are you up for this great challenge? Boost your career and join MCA BENELUX to be part of a real business project.

Due to our strong growth in the Benelux, we are looking for:

**ELECTRICAL ENGINEER**

**JOB CONTENT**

As an active member of the Energy department you will manage power plant projects. You will be in charge of:

- Drafting technical equipment specifications such as: electrical cabinets, transformers, alternators, electrical cables, batteries,... in the fields of high voltage, low voltage and medium voltage
- Preparation of tenders and contacts with suppliers
- Comparing bids,
- Editing the orders
- Monitoring of the suppliers
- Monitoring of the orders until the assembly of equipments

**YOUR PROFILE:**

- Mechanical engineer with good knowledge in machining and/or assembling
- Knowledge of: fabrication process, lean manufacturing, production process, supply chain
- Languages: French and / or Dutch fluent, English is a plus

*You’re willing to work in a young and very dynamic company, which provides a personalized feedback and career evolutions?*

*Send your application to nquervet@mca-benelux.be*